We present here our approach to the GermEval 2019 Task 1 -Shared Task on hierarchical classification of German blurbs. We achieved first place in the hierarchical subtask B and second place on the root node, flat classification subtask A. In subtask A, we applied a simple multi-feature TF-IDF extraction method using different n-gram range and stopword removal, on each feature extraction module. The classifier on top was a standard linear SVM. For the hierarchical classification, we used a local approach, which was more light-weighted but was similar to the one used in subtask A. The key point of our approach was the application of a post-processing to cope with the multilabel aspect of the task, increasing the recall but not surpassing the precision measure score.
Introduction
Hierarchical Multi-label Classification (HMC) is an important task in Natural Language Processing (NLP). Several NLP problems can be formulated in this way, such as patent, news articles, books and movie genres classification (as well as many other classification tasks like diseases, gene function prediction). Also, many tasks can be formulated as hierarchical problem in order to cope with a large amount of labels to assign to the sample, in a divide and conquer manner (with pseudo metalabels). A theoretical survey exists (Silla and Freitas, 2011 ) discussing on how the task can be engaged, several approaches and the prediction quality measures. Basically, the task in HMC is to assign a sample to one or many nodes of a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) (in special cases a tree) based on features extracted from the sample. In the case of possible multiple parent, the evaluation of the prediction complicates heavily, for once since several paths can be taken, but only in a joining node must be considered.
The GermEval 2019 Task 1 -Shared Task on hierarchical classification of German blurbs focus on the concrete challenge of classifying short descriptive texts of books into the root nodes (subtask A) or into the entire hierarchy (subtask B). The hierarchy can be described as a tree and consisted of 343 nodes, in which there are 8 root nodes. With about 21k samples it was not clear if deep learning methods or traditional NLP methods would perform better. Especially, in the subtask A, since for subtask B some classes had only a few examples. Although an ensemble of traditional and deep learning methods could profit in this area, it is difficult to design good heterogeneous ensembles.
Our approach was a traditional NLP one, since we employed them successfully in several projects (Benites, 2017; Benites and Cieliebak, 2017; Benites et al., 2019) , with even more samples and larger hierarchies. We compared also new libraries and our own implementation, but focused on the post-processing of the multi-labels, since this aspect seemed to be the most promising improvement to our matured toolkit for this task. This means but also, to push recall up and hope to not overshot much over precision.
Related Work
The dataset released by (Lewis et al., 2004 ) enabled a major boost in HMC on text. This was a seminating dataset since not only was very large (800k documents) but the hierarchies were large (103 and 364). Many different versions were used in thousands of papers. Further, the label density (Tsoumakas and Katakis, 2007) was considerably high allowing also to be treated as multi-label, but not too high as to be disregarded as a common real-world task. Some other datasets were also proposed ( (Partalas et al., 2015) , (Mencía and Fürnkranz, 2010) ), which were far more difficult to classify. This means consequently that a larger mature and varied collection of methods were developed, from which we cannot cover much in this paper.
An overview of hierarchical classification was given in (Silla and Freitas, 2011) covering many aspects of the challenge. Especially, there are local approaches which focus on only part of the hierarchy when classifying in contrast to the global (big bang) approaches.
A difficult to answer question is about which hierarchical quality prediction measure to use since there are dozens of. An overview with a specific problem is given in (Brucker et al., 2011 ). An approach which was usually taken was to select several measures, and use a vote, although many measures inspect the same aspect and therefore correlate, creating a bias. The GermEval competition did not take that into account and concentrates only on the flat micro F-1 measures 1 .
Still, a less considered problem in HMC is the number of predicted labels, especially regarding the post-processing of the predictions 2 . We discussed this thoroughly in (Benites, 2017) . The main two promising approaches were proposed by (Yang, 1999) and (Read et al., 2009 ). The former focuses on column and row based methods for estimating the appropriate threshold to convert a prediction confidence into a label prediction. (Read et al., 2009 ) used the label cardinality ((Tsoumakas and Katakis, 2007) ), which is the mean average label per sample, of the training set and change the threshold globally so that the test set achieved similar label cardinality.
Data and Methodology

Task Definition and Data Description
The shared task aimed at Hierarchical Multilabel Classification (HMC) of Blurbs. Blurbs are short texts consisting of some German sentences. Therefore, a standard framework of word vectorization can be applied. There were 14548 training, 2079 development, and 4157 test samples.
The hierarchy can be considered as an ontology, but for the sake of simplicity, we regard it as a simple tree, each child node having only on single parent node, with 4 levels of depth, 343 labels from which 8 are root nodes, namely: 'Literatur & Unterhaltung', 'Ratgeber', 'Kinderbuch & Jugendbuch', 'Sachbuch', 'Ganzheitliches Bewusstsein', 'Glaube & Ethik', and 'Künste, Architektur & Garten'.
The label cardinality of the training dataset was about 1.070 (train: 1.069, dev: 1.072) in the root nodes, pointing to a clearly low multi-label problem, although there were samples with up to 4 root nodes assigned. This means that the traditional machine learning systems would promote single label predictions. Subtask B has a label cardinality of 3.107 (train: 3.106, dev: 3.114), with 1 up to 14 labels assigned per sample. 
System Definition
We used two different approaches for each subtask. In subtask A, we used a heavier feature extraction method and a linear Support-VectorMachine (SVM) whereas for subtask B we used a more light-weighted feature extraction with same SVM but in a local hierarchical classification fashion, i.e. for each parent node such a base classifier was used. We describe in the following the approaches in detail. They were designed to be light and fast, to work almost out of the box, and to easily generalise.
Classifiers Base Classifier
For subtask A, we use the one depicted in Fig. 1 , for subtask B, a similar more light-weight approach was employed as base classifier (described later). As can be seen, several vectorizer based on different n-grams (word and character) with a maximum of 100k features and preprocessing, such as using or not stopwords, were applied to the blurbs. The term frequency obtained were then weighted with inverse document frequency (TF-IDF). The results of five different feature extraction and weighting modules were given as input for a vanilla SVM classifier (parameter C=1.5) which was trained in a oneversus-all fashion.
Hierarchical Classifier
We use a local parent node strategy, which means the parent node decides which of its children will be assigned to the sample. This creates also the necessity of a virtual root node. For each node the same base classifier is trained independently of the other nodes. We also adapt each feature extraction with the classifier in each single node much like (Paes et al., 2014) . As base classifier, a similar one to Fig. 1 was used, where only one 1-7 word n-gram, one 1-3 word n-gram with German stopwords removal and one char 2-3 n-gram feature extraction were employed, all with maximum 70k features. We used two implementations achieving very similar results. In the following, we give a description of both approaches.
Recursive Grid Search Parent Node Our implementation is light-weighted and optimized for a short pipeline, however for large amount of data, saving each local parent node model to the disk. However, it does not conforms the way scikit-learn is designed. Further, in contrast to the Scikit Learn Hierarchical, we give the possibility to optimize with a grid search each feature extraction and classifier per node. This can be quite time consuming, but can also be heavily parallelized. In the final phase of the competition, we did not employ it because of time constrains 3 and the amount of experiments performed in the Experiments Section was only possible with a light-weighted implementation. 3 The system was trained on a Intel Xeon 32 cores and 100 Gb RAM.
Scikit Learn Hierarchical Scikit Learn Hierarchical 4 (Hsklearn) was forked and improved to deal with multi-labels for the task 5 , especially, allowing each node to perform its own preprocessing. This guaranteed that the performance of our own implementation was surpassed and that a contribution for the community was made. This ensured as well that the results are easily reproducible.
Post-processing: Threshold
Many classifiers can predict a score or confidence about the prediction. Turning this score into the prediction is usually performed by setting a threshold, such as 0 and 0.5, so labels which have a score assigned greater than that are assigned to the sample. This might be not the optimal threshold in the multi-label classification setup and there are many approaches to set it ( (Yang, 1999) ). Although these methods concentrate in the sample or label, we have had good results with a much more general approach.
As described in (Benites, 2017) , Read and Pfahringer (Read et al., 2009 ) introduce a method (referred hereinafter to as LCA) to estimate the threshold globally. Their method chooses the threshold that minimizes the difference between the label cardinality of the training set and the predicted set.
where LCard(D T ) denotes the label cardinality of training set and LCard(H t (D S )) the label cardinality of the predictions on test set if t was applied as the threshold. For that the predictions need to be normalized to unity 6 . We also tested this method not for the label cardinality over all samples and labels but only labelwise. In our implementation, the scores of the SVM were not normalized, which produced slightly different results from a normalized approach.
For the HMC subtask B, we used a simple threshold based on the results obtained for LCA. Especially, using multiple models per node could cause a different scaling.
Alternative approaches
We also experimented with other different approaches. The results of the first two were left out (they did not perform better), for the sake of conciseness.
• Meta Crossvalidation Classifier: (Benites et al., 2019) • Semi-Supervised Learning: (Jauhiainen et al., 2018; Benites et al., 2019) • Flair: Flair (Akbik et al., 2018) with different embeddings (BERT (out of memory) 7 , Flair embeddings (forward and backward German)). Such sophisticated language models require much more computational power and many examples per label. This was the case for the subtask A but subtask B was not.
Experiments
We divide this Section in two parts, in first we conduct experiments on the development set and in the second on the test set, discussing there the competition results.
Preliminary Experiments on Development Set
The experiments with alternative approaches, such as Flair, meta-classifier and semi-supervised learning 8 yielded discouraging results, so we will concentrate in the SVM-TF-IDF methods. Especially, semi-supervised proved in other setups very valuable, here it worsened the prediction quality, so we could assume the same "distribution" of samples were in the training and development set (and so we concluded in the test set). In Table 2 , the results of various steps towards the final model can be seen. An SVM-TF-IDF model with word unigram already performed very well. Adding more n-grams did not improve, on the contrary using n-grams 1-7 decreased the performance. Only when removing stopwords it improved again, but then substantially. Nonetheless, a character 2-3 n-gram performed best between these simple models. This is interesting, since this points much more to not which words were used, but more on the phonetics 9 . 7 The system was trained in a Intel icore 7 CPU with 32 Gb RAM with a NVIDIA GeForce 1060 6Gb GPU. 8 The training, dev and test set seems to come from the same distribution, so the quality prediction of using a semisupervised method was worse than without.
9 For the sake of conciseness, we will not discuss it here. Using the ensemble feature model produced the best results without post-processing. The simple use of a low threshold yielded also astonishingly good results. This indicates that the SVM's score production was very good, yet the threshold 0 was too cautious.
In Fig. 2 , a graph showing the dependency between the threshold set and the micro F-1 score achieved in the development set is depicted. The curve fitted was a * x 2 + b * x + c which has the maximum at approx. -0.2. We chose -0.25 in the expectation that the test set would not be exactly as the development set and based on our previous experience with other multi-label datasets (such as the RCv1-v2) which have an optimal threshold at -0.3. Also as we will see, the results proved us right achieving the best recall, yet not surpassing the precision score. This is a crucial aspect of the F-1 measure, as it is the harmonic mean it will push stronger and not linearly the result towards the lower end, so if decreasing the threshold, increases the recall linearly and decreases also the precision linearly, balancing both will consequently yield a better F-1 score.
Although in Fig. 2 , the curve fitted is parabolic, in the interval between -0.2 and 0, the score is almost linear (and strongly monotone decreasing) giving a good indication that at least -0.2 should be a good threshold to produce a higher F-1 score without any loss.
Even with such a low threshold as -0.25, there were samples without any prediction. We did not assign any labels to them, as such post-process could be hurtful in the test set, although in the de- velopment it yielded the best result (fixing null).
In Table 3 , the results of the one-vs-all approach regarding the true negative, false positives, false negatives and true positives for the different threshold 0, -0.25 and LCA are shown. Applying other threshold than 0 caused the number of true positives to increase without much hurting the number of true negatives. In fact, the number of false positives and false negatives became much more similar for -0.25 and LCA than for 0. This results in the score of recall and precision being also similar, in a way that the micro F-1 is increased. Also, the threshold -0.25 resulted that the number of false positive is greater than the number of false negatives, than for example -0.2. LCA produced similar results, but was more conservative having a lower false positive and higher true negative and false negative score.
We also noticed that the results produced by subtask A were better than that of subtask B for the root nodes, so that a possible crossover between the methods (flat and hierarchical) would be better, however we did not have the time to implement it. Although having a heavier feature extraction for the root nodes could also perform similar (and decreasing complexity for lower nodes). We use a more simple model for the subtask B so that it would be more difficult to overfit. Table 4 shows the comparison of the different examined approaches in subtask B in the preliminary phase. Both implementations, Hsklearn and our own produced very similar results, so for the sake of reproducibility, we chose to continue with Hsklearn. We can see here, in contrary to the subtask A, that -0.25 achieved for one configuration better results, indicating that -0.2 could be overfitted on subtask A and a value diverging from that could also perform better. The extended approach means that an extra feature extraction module was added (having 3 instead of only 2) with n-gram 1-2 and stopwords removal. The LCA approach yielded here a worse score in the normalized but almost comparable in the non-normalized. However, the simple threshold approach performed better and therefore more promising.
Subtask A
In Table 5 , the best results by team regarding micro F-1 are shown. Our approach reached second place. The difference between the first four places were mostly 0.005 between each, showing that only a minimal change could lead to a place switching. Also depicted are not null improvements results, i.e. in a following post-processing, starting from the predictions, the highest score label is predicted for each sample, even though the score was too low. It is worth-noting that the all but our approaches had much higher precision compared to the achieved recall.
Despite the very high the scores, it will be dif- Table 4 : Preliminary experiments on subtask B, best three values marked in bold ficult to achieve even higher scores with simple NLP scores. Especially, the n-gram TF-IDF with SVM could not resolve descriptions which are science fiction, but are written as non-fiction book 10 , where context over multiple sentences and word groups are important for the prediction.
Subtask B
The best results by team of subtask B are depicted in Table 6 . We achieved the highest micro F-1 score and the highest recall. Setting the threshold so low was still too high for this subtask, so precision was still much higher than recall, even in our approach. We used many parameters from subtask A, such as C parameter of SVM and threshold. However, the problem is much more complicated and a grid search over the nodes did not complete in time, so many parameters were not optimised. Moreover, although it is paramount to predict the 10 Exemplary are books describing dystopias which from a n-gram perspective have very much the same vocabulary of a non-fiction book. Here, more aspects of the language need to be captured, such as a focus to constructions like "in a future New York City". parent nodes right, so that a false prediction path is not chosen, and so causing a domino effect, we did not use all parameters of the classifier of subtask A, despite the fact it could yield better results. It could as well have not generalized so good.
The threshold set to -0.25 shown also to produce better results with micro F-1, in contrast to the simple average between recall and precision. This can be seen also by checking the average value between recall and precision, by checking the sum, our approach produced 0.7072+0.6487 = 1.3559 whereas the second team had 0.7377+0.6174 = 1.3551, so the harmonic mean gave us a more comfortable winning marge.
Conclusion
We achieved first place in the most difficult setting of the shared Task, and second on the "easier" subtask. We achieved the highest recall and this score was still lower as our achieved precision (indicating a good balance). We could reuse much of the work performed in other projects building a solid feature extraction and classification pipeline. We demonstrated the need for post-processing measures and how the traditional methods performed against new methods with this problem. Further, we improve a hierarchical classification open source library to be easily used in the multi-label setup achieving state-of-the-art performance with a simple implementation.
The high scoring of such traditional and lightweighted methods is an indication that this dataset has not enough amount of data to use deep learning methods. Nonetheless, the amount of such datasets will probably increase, enabling more deep learning methods to perform better.
Many small improvements were not performed, such as elimination of empty predictions and using label names as features. This will be performed in 
